GATEWAY METHOD OF LANGUAGE LEARNING
EXAMPLE OF MANDARIN
In the basic version, the Gateway method makes it possible to learn relatively quickly the 5,000
most common words included in the HSK (1-6) list (phonetics is to be mastered using Zamyatkin
matrix method).
We use (a) a radical-organized list of all HSK words, and (b) mnemonic poems that use the
meaning of these words.
(a) The words in the list are divided into four parts according to the radicals that correspond to
one of their constituent characters, regardless of its position in the word. Up to 85% of the HSK
(1-6) words can be attributed to one of as few as 42 radicals, which can be on the left, on the
right, at the top or at the bottom of the character without any preference (some radicals have a
certain location like ‘“扌 on the left” or “阝 on the left”). Part 1 includes words representing the
most frequent 5 radicals, part 2 - relatively frequent 10 radicals, part 3 - 27 not too rare radicals,
and part 4 - rare radicals. However, in the list part 3 comes first, part 2 second, part 1 is in the
third place and at the very end is part 4. Parts located above have priority over the subsequent
ones. This means that, for example, if in a word (e.g., 排列) the first character represents a
radical (“扌 on the left”) belonging to part 1, and the second one (“刂”) to part 3, then this word
is included in part 3, because it is located above.
Within each part the words are arranged according to those characters, which represent the
corresponding radical. Such characters are considered as “supporting characters” regardless of
their position in the word. Again, radical sections and supporting character sub-sections located
above have a priority over the subsequent ones. Radical sections come in the order from less
strokes to more strokes except for the 米 radical, which comes first. In the parts 2 and 1 there is
no special sequence of radicals. In the part 4 first come groups of words with the same character
in the first position, from bigger groups to ones with only two words. Sub-sections in the parts 13 are highlighted with different colors for convenience (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Sample radical-arranged HSK wordlist clipping, part 3.
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(b) Mnemonic poems are written in Russian in iambic pentameter in stanzas of six lines. The
first line uses the meaning of three Mandarin words, the second two, the third again three, and
the fourth two. The fifth and sixth lines use a total of 4-5 Chinese words. The fourth line is
rhymed with the second, and the sixth one with the fifth line. Such strict organization of the
poems helps to navigate in them easier.
For English speakers, an English-Russian version of mnemonic poems is planned to be
composed, see a sample in fig. 2.

Fig. 2. English-Russian mnemonic poem sample
(English translation: Only a few meters to walk, and we can eat boiled rice. It is long as a
centimeter. Or we can eat popcorn, but it is short, only a millimeter, all crumbled. I take care of
you, I will also buy soft drinks. I am kind, check out my wonderful profile on the Internet. All this
is made from high quality raw materials, I do not foresee any stomach problems. But I guess you
will not like the taste. We should add some spices. I reviewed various sources on this topic, and I
know what is needed. But you threw everything in a plastic bag and did not even try. This is very
unexpected.)
Mandarin words in the poem are used in the sequence of one supporting character sub-section
after another. Despite multiple meanings of many words only one meaning is used, which is not
necessarily the main one.
After learning the words, one should read HSK graded texts to acquire knowledge of real word
usage.
Instead of learning all 5,000 words in this way one can learn firstly only 2,500 words of the part
3 and about 750 words of the part 4 and go straight to reading. In this case, the words of parts 2
and 1 will remain unlearned. Since the radicals related to them are very easily identified, these
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words can be learned directly in the HSK graded text materials by replacing them firstly with
Russian (or English), as in the following sample.
小华 是 个 温柔 又 很 有 爱心 的 姑娘。她 很 爱护 小 动物。每 次 路上 碰 到 受伤
的 小 鸟，她 都会 把 它们 带 回家，细心 照顾，等 它们 伤 好了 再 放 回 自然。
[Chua, Edmund; Ran, Ranny. Graded Chinese Reader: HSK 5 (2500 Words Level):
Chasing Dreams . Kindle Edition.]
The words from the parts 2 and 1 can be replaced with Russian as: 小华 是 个 ласковая
又 很 有 爱心 的 девушка。她 很 заботится о 小 动物。每 次 路上 碰 到 раненую
的 小 鸟，她 都会 забирает 它们 带 回家，细心 照顾，等 它们 раны 好了 再 放 回
自然。

